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Abstract 

The children's literature in Iran is about one century that has begun its activity. At present, children's literature 
is taught in masters degrees at renowned universities in Iran. In the early years, the translation of English and 
French books played a greater role in the reproduction of children's literature in Iran. Over time, writers have 
focused on child literature and the book publishing level for children grew. In the meantime, many children's 
books have been translated from German to Persian. In this article we have tried to introduce the works 
translated in Iran for children from German. Since 1990, many fiction books have been translated from German 
to Persian, and children have enjoyed reading it. The reason for choosing these books for translation is 
discussed in this article. 
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Introduction 

It is necessary to identify different aspects of any subject in order to scrutinize it. As children are important in the present 
era, many of researchers have considered children’s literature. 

Children’s literature has held a considerable part of the nations’ literature. This type of literature has its own official 
addresses and audience in every society. Children as the known members of the society have the right to have a literature 
suitable with their needs. 

The subject of children's literature has passed through three various stages all across the world. The first stage is the verbal 
literature. The verbal works have been turned into written ones in the second stage. In the third stage, a new recreation 
and compilation has been developed. Since, the verbal texts have been changed into written ones, translations of various 
works have been introduced to children’s literature regarding to the interaction among different nations in the 
industrialization era. 

The presumption of the significance of translation is to provide authors with the style of writing for children in the first stage. 
In the second stage, children and adolescents can become familiar with the history, culture, social issues and the folk 
literature of all around the world. As a result, they can have a deeper concept and insight of the world. In addition, they are 
able to interact better with the world they live in. 

Translating stories for children can help them get acquainted with the outlooks and cultural values of other nations 
(Yarveisi,2007:113). 

Iran has also remarked this approach of translation. In the late of 1889, private training centers for children ordered other 
countries to send them pedagogical books (Balaee,1987:41). In fact, not only the verbal culture and written stories but also 
translations have been counted as the first steps to develop the formal children’s literature. Therefore, they provided the 
Iranian writers with this style of writing. 

 At first,the children’s literature translated from English and French texts. The translations legend’s La Fontaine and Aesop, 
and the English fictions paved the right way of book translation for children (Hejazi, 1992:184, Saghafi, 1891:3). 

Jules Verne's Works was first translated in Iran in 1913 and the story of Pinoccio was translated from an English text (it 
was not directly translated from Italian) in Iran in 1901. However, the names of characters were sometimes changed into 
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Iranian and Persian ones so as to help children feel closer to the text. The oldest type of change was made in the 
introduction of Saniossaltaneh’s book (Saniossaltaneh, 1875:5-4). 

In Iran, the first publications published stories special for children and adolescents mainly translated from English to Persian 
until the end of World War II (1945).  During the World War II, the German experts were in Iran, but any books were not 
translated from German for children. In the 1960s, World War II was almost forgotten and very few books translated and 
published. The Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults (IIDCYA) translated children stories 
from German to Persian. The development of socialistic concept affect publishing such stories. Until 1966, 232 children 
books translated and published from English, Turkish, French and German into Persian(Nazemi,1966:12). Other than 
Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children and Young Adults, publications such as Franklin, translation agency, 
Book publication center and Ami Kabir press also published books in this regard. Since 1986, the translation of German 
books has been highly focused. In this year, The legends of Wilhelm and Jacob Grim and The legends Swiss and German 
Fictions for children were published  in 1974. In the same year, the realistic stories and works Erisch Kestner, the German 
famous writer, attracted the attention of translated because his stories mainly concentrated on workers and peasants. 

After the Islamic Revolution of Iran, in the 70s and 80s of the 20th century, due to the fact that Iran was in the war with the 
neighboring country, there was less attention to translation. Since the 90’s, the translation of German children books were 
highly come into published many books translated. Between 2000 and 2010, the translation of German books for children 
has remained the same as in the past. Since then, there is a remarkable record of German story books have been 
translating for children. The considerable point is that some of these books have been changed into brail for blind children. 
Erich Kastner and  Michael Ende, are counted as the most efficient German writers for Iranian children and adolescents. 
Nowadays the triplets of Cornelia Caroline Funke are also popular among Iranian adolescents. From 2015, the number of 
publishers of children’s book has been grown and they annually participate in Frankfurt book exhibition. Many groups have 
chosen various children’s books. Private publishers sometimes translate and publish German books for children too. The 
following figure shows the statistics on the publishing of children's books in Iran according to the years: 

  

 

The Addressee and Audiences of German Translations: 

As it is essential to search and find out the items necessary for writing books for children and adolescents, they are also 
important to choose the most suitable story books. The fact is that a professional translator first, considers his or her 
addressee and audience. “Children now have available to them forms of text which include sound, voice, intonation, stance, 
gesture, movement as well as print and image. These texts have changed the ways in which young readers expect to read, 
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the ways they think and the ways they construct meaning” ( Bearne, 2003 : 128 ).  Actually, the translators and publishers 
try to satisfy the children’ needs. This interaction is beneficial for both the translator and the addressee or audience. 

For almost half a century, several studies have been done to identify the needs of the addressee and recognize them. In 
addition, different approaches have been figured out in this regard. Although it is not possible to reflect how children 
distinguish these from one another and experience them. However, there are commonalities in choosing a book among 
children regarding age and  there are the codes that can be important for adults. Because “Children's Literature…represents 
and even embodies an important part of what adults hope toteach the next generation” ( Hollindale,1988 : 12). 

Some of the German texts have been selected according to the individual requirements of Iranian children and some others 
are based on social needs. 

In the individual group, is regarded  the level of knowledge, gender, age, emotional need, the level of ordinary life and the 
Iranian norm in the study style base on schools study, and translators remark the maintenance of public beliefs, insight to 
social life and insight to culture in the social group.  

The value of children's literature is more than that of adult literature (Jalali, 2014: 26). So paying attention to the needs of 
children in choosing books in translation can create a new discursive culture. This issue is at the root of society. “If we 
society as being constantly created through discursive practices then it is possible to see the power of those practices then 
it is possible to see the power of those practices, not only to create and sustain the social world but also to see how we can 
change that world through a refusal of certain discourses and generation of new ones” ( Davies, 1988: xi ) 

As children are so keen on reading books translated from German to Persian, it simply demonstrates the position of 
providing the individual and social needs of the addresses too.  

Translators have also considered these points in order to select the most appropriate book. They have determined the 
following criteria to choose children books from German:  

 Good quality of content and literary structure, 

 The quality of illustrations,  

 The reading need of Iranian children. 

Translators have always done their best to choose the most suitable German books for Iranian children due to their ages. 
While choosing the children books, they give priorities to social awareness and historical aspects without directly conveying 
obligatory and pedagogical message (Alipur,2006:15). 

 “Children's books…are rarely acknowledged by the literary establishment” ( Hunt , 1994:7 ) but translations of German 
children's books have been followed up by Iranian children. 

The table of German books translated into Persian indicates that Iranian translators have usually selected and translated 
stories for children from 9 to 12 years old. These choices imply that these books may have some issues in common between 
Iranian and German children at special range of ages. The table below shows the age of the book reader: 

.  
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The question arises in this regard is that why the German infant stories are not welcome by the Iranian story?  It should be 
pointed out that the written literature is not considerable for the age groups of 4 to 6, but there are lots of nursery songs 
composed by Iranian poets for infants. The following table shows the age at which writers are considered: 

 

The following part of this essay is going to scrutinize the topics of these books. 

The Theme and Subject in the Books: 

The subject and theme are considered as two elements related to one another in story. It is significant how they are reflected 
because they affect the book absorption (Mirsadeghi, 1997:174; Azhand, 1996:17).At first the most of the children stories 
that translated from German into Persian were realistic ones which were in connection with the real and social life of 
children. 

Although realism has been introduced to children’s literature since 1950 and some writers like Anne Phin disagreed with it 
(Jozline, 2010:66) in world and it has been illustrated in the western and American children’s literature, the shadow of such 
stories have been observed by translation  in Iranian children’s literature. Many children have been found of these books 
and read them. 

 This realism in translated books is often seen from 1980 to 2010. Iran was at war in the early years (1980-1988), and after 
about 20 years of peace, Iranian children faced with the reality of boycotts and economic crises. In addition, the issue of 
restoring individual and national identity was also important. Translations related to this content and children would also 
read them. In fact realism helped Iranian children touch the real life experience through stories. 

Most of the German stories translated for Iranian children are adventurous, mysterious, humorous and a cut of the everyday 
usual life. “The best translation of a children's book is not necessarily the one that is most accurate and closest to the 
original… but the ability to arouse in the readers the same feelings, thoughts and associations experienced by reader of 
source text” (Nilsson, 2008 : 212 ). 

The important point is that the subjects of these stories are in common with the social life of the Iranian children. It figures 
out that map borders are meaningless for children and the global community of children keeps on. For example, the works 
of Erich Kastner have been published several times in Iran. 

Considering the age group, we can see the problems of children and adolescents have been said in the most of the books. 
In relation to identity, the crisis of moving from adolescence to adulthood has been perfectly featured out in these stories. 
Remarking the needs of the main addressees, distinguishes the stories of children and adult. Here the task of an interpreter 
is also apparent. “The translator's task is not simply to translate words and expressions, but also to recognize a number of 
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codes, in the text and rebuilds them in his or her own language and culture” (Nielsson, 2008: 207). That is why; German 
story books have been able to attract Iranian children and adolescents. 

Since 2000, there have been other genres of German stories to Iranian children’s literature too. Fancy books have been 
widely seen after 2000, but till 2010 realistic books are more than them. Now Funke and Proissler’s works have had many 
fans in Iran. 

Role of Characters in choosing German books: 

The German translated books provide children a free accessibility to reality through the imaginary world that is created by 
the writer. Such translated stories make children think and challenge about their needs. Story characters play an important 
role in challenging the needs of children. 

It is essential to keep in mind that children age groups are varied according to the specifications of physical growth, 
emotional growth, interests, reading ability, language comprehension, environment and experiences (Imen, 1978:35). Hunt 
says “We are not dealing with lesser ability but with a different kind of ability” ( Hunt, 2000: 76 ). The characters in German 
translated books have had the following specifications: 

    Curiocity: They are not pacified in their own and they look for excitement. “ In   Emil and the delectives” work of  Erich 
Kastner there is enough time for children to curiosity. 

Hard- working: If they don’t get the result they expected, they are not disappointed and keep on trying .For example in 
“Der rote Rächer und die glücklichen Kinder” of Wolflen an orphan's son is looking for his identity, and this is what inspires 

confidence in children. 

Self-esteem: They face with the problems and do not escape. In the book of Pausewang , the 15-year-old girl who lost her 
hair through the atomic bombing , does not accept hat on her head because people should not forget about such a crime. 

Enjoying the time and place: they, somehow, enjoy their life and they are satisfied with it. The German-style fictional 
stories give children the opportunity to enjoy their moments and times in the world of fantasy. 

Adventurious: They do not like the ordinary and repeated life. They enjoy changes and they are interested in adventures. 
In the works of kastner and funke children can make an adventure with real or fantasy style in mind.  

Independent thinking: choice is an important parameter showing their independent thinking. For example in work of 
Preussle, “Die kleine hexe” the little wizard is crazy, playful, likes to celebrate the great wizards, but not allowed. In fact, 
his unauthorized entry to the celebration of the wizards takes him to a path that ends with the burning of magic books and 
magic wand. 

Iranian children and adolescents pose themselves in the story characters and enjoy experiencing the reality of life and 
reading such stories. 

In fact, the presence of characters with the above mentioned specifications can be counted as one of the factors absorbing 
the attention of Iranian children to German stories. Even though these specifications are also found in American, English 
and other languages stories and even the ones written by Iranian writers, Iranian children are more keen on German stories 
more because they are more successful to provide the needs of children and adolescents.  

Conclusion: 

Analyzing the German translated stories for Iranian children indicate that the stories are mainly chosen for children from 9 
to 12 years old. Furthermore, the stories are mostly realistic and in recent years, translators have been seriously looking 
for fantasy, fantasy genre like the triplets of Funke has found may addresses and reader in Iran. Stories reveal various 
similarities between the German and Iranian in situation of children. For this reason, Iranian children have become 
interested in such stories. Holistically, the strong structure and personification in these stories have been successful to 
provide the needs of children from different individual and social aspects. 
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At the end of the article, a complete list of books translated, is displayed from German to Farsi for children. 

publisher Year of publication in Iran Age of children Work Author 
Tarfand 2007-2013 9-12 Der kleine Wassermann 

 
Preussler, Otfried 

Peydayesh 2002- 2007-2010-2015-

2001- 

9-12 Die kleine hexe Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2006- 2004-2007- 9-12 Das Kleine Gespenst Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2007 9-12 Horbe und sein freund zwottel Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2004 9-12 Adventuorous spirit Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2007 9-12 Bei uns in Schllda Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2007- 2010 9-12 Krabat Preussler, Otfried 

Peydayesh 2008- 2010 9-12 Horbie mit dem grossen hut Preussler, Otfried 

hermes 2001 9-12 Neues Vom Rauber Hotzenplotz Preussler, Otfried 

hermes 2002- 2004-2001 9-12 Der Rauber Holzenplotz; Neues 
vom Rauber Hotzenplotz; Hotzen 
Plotz 3 

Preussler, Otfried 

Tarfand 2010- 2014 9-12 Thomas Scarecrow Preussler, Otfried 

Hirmand 2010 9-12 Der kleine wassermann: mit vielen 
textzeichnungen 

Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2008- 2010 9-12 Herr klingsor konnte ein bisschen 
Zoubern 

Preussler, Otfried 

Envan 2017 9-12 Kater Mikesch : Geschichten vom 
Kater, der sprechen konnte 

Preussler, Otfried 

Farhangh gostar 2007 9-12 Horbe mit dem groben Hut Preussler, Otfried 

Tarfand 2007 9-12 Horbe und sein Freund Zwottel 
:noch eine Hutzelgeschichte 

Preussler, Otfried 

     

Peydayesh- 
Ofogh 

-2006-2007- 2004-2008-

2014- 

12-17 Herrder diebe Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

 Ofogh- 
Cheshme 

-2007-2006- -2008- 2013 12-17 prachenreiter Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Ofogh 2013 12-17 IgraineOhnefurcht Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Peydayesh 2007 12-17 Gespensterjager in der gruselburg Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Peydayesh 2015-  -2007 12-17  Gespensterjager auf eisiger spur Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

IIDCYA  -2013-2010-2014- 12-17 Inkspell Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

IIDCYA - Ofogh 2008- 2011-2013- 12-17 Inkheart Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Ofogh 2013 12-17 Tintentod Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Peydayesh 2013 9-12 Nordstemmer Zuckerrübe for 
Kleiner Werwolf 

Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Peydayesh 2015 12-17 Gespensterjager in der gruselburg Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Markaz 2008 9-12 Zottelkralle, das Erdmonster Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

Afarineghan 2013 6-8 Die schonsten erstlesegeschichten Funke, Cornelia 
Caroline 

     

Ofogh 2003- 2004-2006-2008- 9-12 Benvenuto heibt wilkommen Noack, Hans - 
Georg 
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Afkar 2007 9-12 Rolltreppe abwarts Noack, Hans - 
Georg 

     

Ofogh 2017 9-12 Norbert Nackendick, oder, Das 
nackte Nashorn 

Ende, Michael 

Ebtekar 1984- 2007-2014 9-12 Momo Ende, Michael 

Gatre 2010 12-17 Spiegel im Spiegel Ende, Michael 

Hermes 2000 7-8 Die Vollmondlegende Ende, Michael 

Gatre 2011 9-12 Der satanarchaolugenialkohallisch 
wunschpunsch 

Ende, Michael 

IIDCYA 1996-2002-2013-2015- 9-12 Jim Buttom and luke the engine 
driverJim Knopf and lukas der 
lokomotivfuhrer  

Ende, Michael 

Kimia 2003 12-17 Jim Knopf und die wilde 13 Ende, Michael 

Kimia 2003 9-12 Jim Knopf and Lukas der 
lokomotivfuhrer  

Ende, Michael 

Setare Kerman 2012 6-8 Jim knotf unb lukas der lokomotiv 
fuhrer machen einen Aus fnug 

Ende, Michael 

Cheshme 1986-2006-2016- 2000 9-12 Die unendliche geschichte Ende, Michael 

Ofogh- Cheshme 2017-1999 9-12 Lenchens Geheimnis Ende, Michael 

Maktabe tehran 2011 6-8 Lenchens Geheimnis Ende, Michael 

IIDCYA 2004 6-8 Die geschichte von der schussel 
und vom loffel 

Ende, Michael 

     

Farahani 2013 6-8 Vater eichhorn fallt vom baum Scheffler, Axel 

     

Banafshe 2002- 2003-2005- 6-8 Der kleine konig Dezember Hacke, Axel 

Banafshe 20072014-  6-8 Ein Bär namens Sonntag Hacke, Axel 

     

Zolal 1998 12-17 Dieletzten kindervon schewenborn Pausewang, 
Gudrun 

 
Gatre 

2011 9-12 Das tor zum garten der Zambranos Pausewang, 
Gudrun 

Peydayesh 2007- 1998-2013- 2000 12-17 Die Wolke Pausewang, 
Gudrun 

Afkar 2004 9-12 Die not der. familie caldera Pausewang, 
Gudrun 

Zekr 2011 9-12 Ich Habe Hunger Ich Habe Durst Pausewang, 
Gudrun 

     

Various 
publishers 

1975-2017 
More than 198 publishing 

9-12 Kinder-und hausmarche Grimm, Jakob 

     

Hirbod 2015 9-12 Ein Märchen ist eine Märchen ist 
ein Märchen 

Lembecke, 
Marjaleena 

Zolal 2007 9-12 Das Eisschloss Lembecke, 
Marjaleena 

Monadi tarbiyat 2005 9-12 Als die steine noch voi gel waren Lembecke, 
Marjaleena 

     

Ofogh 2010- 2007 9-12 Das schloss der roten affen Ecke, Wolfgang 

peydayaesh 2007- 1999-2002 9-12 Club der detektive Ecke, Wolfgang 

Ofogh  -20052010—2016 9-12 Das Gesicht an der Scheibe Ecke, Wolfgang 

Ofogh 2007-2016 9-12 Das Geheimnis der alten dschun 
ke 

Ecke, Wolfgang 
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 2007 9-12 Schwarz weibs - Kariert: Schwarze 
haut weibes Feeling: Jane Sucht 
ihre identitat. 

Kleberger, Ilse 

     

Vijenashr 2003- 2016 9-12 Der rote Rächer und die 
glücklichen Kinder 

Wolfel, Ursula 

Vijenashr 2016 9-12 Joschis Garten Wolfel, Ursula 

Ofogh 1992- 1993-1996-2007-
2015 

9-12 Feuerschuh und windsandale Wolfel, Ursula 

banafshe 2006 9-12 Fliegender Stern Wolfel, Ursula 

 2001 9-12 Die grauen und die grünen Felder : 
wahre Geschichten 

Wolfel, Ursula 

Doost 1996 9-12 Hannas Reise Wolfel, Ursula 

     

Ijaz 2017 9-12 Spinat auf Rädern : Kinderroman Welsh, Renate 

Chekeh 2016 9-12 Ohne Vamperl geht es nicht Welsh, Renate 

Chekeh 2016 9-12 Vamperl soll nicht alleine bleiben Welsh, Renate 

Chekeh 2016 9-12 Das Vamperl Welsh, Renate 

Chekeh 2016 9-12 Wiedersehen mit Vamperl Welsh, Renate 

Chabagh 2005 9-12 Eine hand zum Aufassen Welsh, Renate 

Behnegar 2011 9-12  Disteltage Welsh, Renate 

Agah 2015 12-17 Constanze Mozar Welsh, Renate 

Sabalan sot 2001 9-12 Schnirkel das schneckenkind Welsh, Renate 

shokoofeh 2006 9-12 Das groBe Buch Vom Vamperl Welsh, Renate 

Kargahe koodak 2011 9-12 Nina sieth alles ganz anders Welsh, Renate 

     

Sanam 1996- 2003 9-12 Emil und die Detektive Kastner, Erich 

Mehrabe ghalam 2004- 2006-2011-2016 9-12 Emil Und Die Drei Zwilling Kastner, Erich 

Mahi-Hermes 1998-1999-2016-1996-
2000 

9-12 Emil und die Detektive Kastner, Erich 

Farhang gostar 2003- 2017 9-12 Till eulenspiegel Kastner, Erich 

Elmi farhangi 2017 9-12 Kleine Mann und die Kleine Mis Kastner, Erich 

Hermes- 
Iranshahr- 
Tamimi 

1989- - 1999-2005- 1988-
1991- 2011 

9-12  Les gens de schilda Kastner, Erich 

IIDCYA - Mehrab 
galam 

1974-1984-1987-1999-
2008-2005-2017 

9-12 Doppelte lottchen. Lisa and Lottie Kastner, Erich 

Ahang 1991- 1998 9-12 Mein onkel Franz Kastner, Erich 

Hoze honari- 
Markaz 

19961997- 2008-2017 9-12 The 35th of May Kastner, Erich 

Markaz- 
Moalem-Mahi 

20062013-2014 -2008- 9-12 Punktchen und Anton Kastner, Erich 

Mahi- IIDCYA 1984- 1989-1999-2005-
2017 

12-17 Fliegende klsssen Zimmer Kastner, Erich 

Zolal 
Parvin 

2000-1999- 2007 9-12 Die konferenzder tiere Kastner, Erich 

Mahi 2016 9-12 Das doppelte Lottchen Kastner, Erich 

Mehrab galam- 
Zaman- Zolal- 
Donyaye 
koodak- 
Cheshme- 

19972001-2007-2010-
2011-2017 

9-12 Als ich ein kleiner junge war Kastner, Erich 

Hermes 2007- 2011 12-17 Die lustige Geschichtenkiste  
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Various 
publishers 

From 1987- to 2014- more 
than forty times have been 
published 

6-9 Vater und sohn: 38 bildgeschichten Ohser, Erich 

     

Vije nashr 2017 9-12 Jakob und der grosse Junge Maar, Paul 

Nashre Elmi 2007 9-12 ?Wer ist der grobte Maar, Paul 

Nashre Elmi 
farhangi 

2014 6-8 Das kleine Känguru in Gefahr Maar, Paul 

Sazman tabligat- 
mehr 

2005 9-12 Die Eisenbahn-Oma Maar, Paul 

Paydayesh- 
Baad-Tarfand 

2006 2007 -2013- 2008 9-12 Lippels Traum Maar, Paul 

Dibayeh 2017 12-17 Der Tatowierte Hund Maar, Paul 

Asr 2007 9-12 Die vergessene tur Maar, Paul 

     

IIDCYA 2007 6-8  Janisch, Heinz 

Neyestan 2011 6-8 Barensache Janisch, Heinz 

Mobtakeran 20132014 -  6-8 Ballfieber(poem) Janisch, Heinz 

     

Mehrabe galam 2016 9-12 Sonntagskind Mebs, Gudrun 

Tosee ketab 
khaneh 

1995 9-12 Birgit. Eine Geschichte vom 
Sterben 

Mebs, Gudrun 

     

Hoopa 2017 6-8 MAULWURFSTADT 
 

Kuhlmann, Torben 
 

Hoopa 2017 6-8 LINDBERGH: Die abenteuerliche 
Geschichte einer fliegenden Maus 
 

Kuhlmann 
, Torben 

     

Hoopa 2017 9-12 DAS GUTHERZIGE UNGEHEUER 
/ DAS GUTHERZIGE 
UNGEHEUER UND DIE RÄUBER 
 

Velthuijs, Max 
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